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The British Academy Brian Barry Prize Essay: 
The Ethics of Political Alliance 
 
 
Jonathan White (LSE) 
Forthcoming, British Journal of Political Science 
 
 
Usually pictured in relations of opposition, political parties are sometimes inclined to make 
alliance.  The paper examines the ethical questions such arrangements give rise to.  It 
considers first the formal characteristics of alliance as a distinctive form of association, 
moving on to examine what reasons for alliance are good reasons.  Intrinsic arguments that 
invoke epistemic or democratic criteria, and instrumental arguments invoking areas of 
shared programme or imperfect institutions, are weighed in turn, with the latter judged to be 
more consistent with the partisan ethos.  The final section examines the normative standards 
to which alliances should be held once formed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘[P]rogressive alliances are now essential, not just because that is the only way we can beat the 
Tories, but because that is the way we will make better decisions and take more of the country with 
us.  Frankly, I want to be in government with Caroline Lucas, not against her – and certainly not in 
permanent opposition.’ 
Clive Lewis MP, British Labour Party1 
 
 
 
As the fortunes of political parties wax and wane, new lines of political conflict arise, and 
with them new possibilities for cooperation.  Challenged by a powerful new rival, 
adversaries of long standing may find reasons to coordinate, now aware of what they 
have in common.  Faced with a newly salient set of public concerns, parties may seek 
partners to bolster their position, or to secure their political breakthrough.  Electoral 
realignment, and the institutional rigidities it can expose, creates fertile conditions for the 
pursuit of alliance. 
 But what normative considerations might guide such relations?  On what grounds 
is it reasonable for parties to make common cause, and what standards should such 
																																																								
1 The Guardian, 27th July 2016: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jul/27/jeremy-corbyn-
labour-party-leader-crisis. At the time of writing, Caroline Lucas was an MP for the Green Party of 
England and Wales and the party’s sole representative in the House of Commons. 
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arrangements be held to?  The ethics of political alliance is a topic largely unstudied.  
While the political theory of partisanship is growing, its concerns to date have been 
elsewhere: on the norms of adversarialism on the one hand, on intra-party ties on the 
other.2  Political science has a wealth of material on electoral pacts, yet has tended to 
focus overwhelmingly on just one manifestation of alliance – the government coalition – 
and has made normative considerations a secondary concern, generally restricted to 
questions of voter choice. 
 This neglect of the normativity of alliance is problematic on several counts.  Pacts 
are for one thing quite common, across a range of political settings.3  The forms they take 
may vary, but a marginal phenomenon they are not.  Moreover, they are typically 
significant events in the life of a party, as times of great possibility, also of risk.  They 
promise to augment a party’s capacity to effect change, yet threaten to dilute what it 
stands for.  And beyond those directly involved, alliances have systemic effects for the 
electoral field.  Both for those on the inside and the outside, they are generally 
consequential and contentious.  An analysis of the normativity of alliance has the 
potential to extend our theories of democracy in an important new direction, thereby 
contributing to the political theory of institutions.4  Equally, it may be revealing in an 
empirical sense.  Only by reflecting systematically on the arguments that alliance can 
support will we grasp the real-world disagreements that decisions to enter, maintain or 
exit such arrangements tend to produce.  
 The paper begins by examining the concept of alliance and its normative 
dimensions.  It distinguishes between the externalities and internalities of alliance 
relations, focusing our discussion on the latter – on the implications of alliance for those 																																																								
2 Cf. Rosenblum 2008, Bonotti 2012, Muirhead 2014, White & Ypi 2016; Invernizzi Accetti & 
Wolkenstein 2016. 
3 Cf. Golder 2006b, p.194, on the neglected phenomenon of pre-electoral pacts. 
4 Waldron 2013. 
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directly involved.  The following sections identify two kinds of argument that may be 
advanced to justify alliance participation – one that treats it as an intrinsic good, another 
that defends it for instrumental reasons.  Based on an analysis of such arguments in more 
than one form, the suggestion is that alliances can be justified on instrumental grounds, 
and only these.  In the final section, the paper moves to consider the relations between 
allies once their pact is established, examining the norms by which arrangements of this 
kind may be circumscribed.   
 As the opening quotation suggests, Britain is one country in which the prospect of 
political alliance is a live question.  With increasing frequency, the idea of a ‘progressive 
alliance’ has been proposed by partisans of the left and centre-left, for reasons that mix 
opposition to one party in particular with notions of the intrinsic appeal of partnership 
amongst like-minded parties.  Other European countries, including Spain, France, 
Germany, Norway and Sweden, have seen similar discussions arise in the context of the 
fragmentation of bi-partisan politics, increasingly frequent grand coalitions, emerging 
challenger parties, and / or the strengthening of the far Right.5  Alliances are a recurrent 
theme also in non-western democracies, notably in Argentina and India.  The paper seeks 
to bring to light some of the normative considerations in play, and in so doing advance a 
constructive dialogue between the political science and theory of partisanship.  The 
analysis should further shed light on the more general question of the normativity of 
alliance, relevant to contexts beyond party democracy. 
 
 
 
 																																																								
5 See e.g. 2016 discussions in Spain around the formation of Unidos Podemos and its relations with the 
traditional social-democratic party PSOE; see also final section. 
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Alliance, and Political Alliance 
 
As a form of collective action, alliance has a number of distinguishing features.  Given 
these structural properties afford some normative possibilities and not others, our analysis 
must begin with an overview.6   
Prime amongst the defining characteristics of alliance is that its constituent parts 
are pre-existing groups.  An alliance is an arrangement of collective entities that predate 
the formation of the alliance.  Depending on the numbers involved, the relations may be 
bilateral or multilateral, but in all cases it is as collectives that the parties to the pact come 
together.7  An alliance cannot adequately be grasped in terms of the individuals that 
populate it: it is first and foremost an association of associations.  
 This composite structure marks an alliance not only at its moment of foundation 
but is something the arrangement is expected to maintain, since the relation is intended to 
be reversible.  In contrast to a merger, an alliance should preserve the distinct identity of 
the associations that compose it.  It rests on the possibility that the units forming it can be 
disaggregated at a future date: the parts must be divisible.  The timescale may be clearly 
specified, or the alliance may be indefinite in duration, but there is the common 
understanding that the decision to come together should be possible to undo.  This is a 
function of the fact that each party to an alliance is understood to be involved because it 
has chosen to be.  The possibility of exiting the arrangement and reverting to the 
independence previously enjoyed expresses the voluntary basis of the association.   
The intended reversibility of alliance is expressed in its institutional structure.  As 
a compound of existing units, and one intended to preserve them intact, an alliance 
involves a plurality of decision-making procedures.  While new ones may be introduced 																																																								
6 I know of no formal treatment of this kind, but take studies of alliance behaviour as these exist in political 
science, international relations or business theory to be compatible with these general observations.  
7 I shall use the terms ‘alliance’ and ‘pact’ interchangeably. 
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to govern the alliance, these will exist in parallel with whatever institutional forms 
preceded it.  One of the challenges faced by the agents of alliance is to balance their 
pursuit of a common agenda with the maintenance of distinct institutions, including 
related mechanisms of participation and accountability. 
As an association of associations, an alliance entails second-order ties.  The 
individuals involved have a primary set of commitments corresponding to the groups that 
form the alliance.  The nature of these primary commitments we may bracket for now, 
but crucial is that the terms of an alliance are constrained by a prior set of associative ties.  
The question of consistency between the two becomes a persistent theme in the life of an 
alliance.  The reasons for entering the pact, and the actions pursued within it, need 
ongoing reconciliation with the terms of each primary association. 
An alliance is furthermore a form of cooperation which is non-clandestine.  
Unlike a conspiracy or a cartel, the parties to an alliance make no effort to conceal their 
cooperation.8  Typically they may formally announce it, since public recognition of the 
existence of the pact may be intended to contribute to the ends for which it was formed.  
It may be expected to change the public estimation of the agents involved, and dissuade 
others from acting in certain ways.  But even if expressed more informally, as an ongoing 
intention to cooperate, it is an overt arrangement nonetheless.  An important implication 
is that an alliance always contains an element of risk for those pursuing it, since its 
existence cannot simply be denied when reactions to it are unfavourable.  An alliance is 
an object of scrutiny, and an unpopular alliance can deprive its members of support. 
An alliance, then, is an association by which two or more collective agents 
commit to some form of public coordination more or less extended in time, while 
retaining their separate identities both as moral associations and institutional entities.  																																																								
8 International history features many examples of secret treaties between states, but for the purposes of our 
discussion a secret pact and an alliance are two different things. 
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Allies are something less than those we might call political friends, because their relation 
is indirect, being mediated by the primary associations of which each is a part.9  Their ties 
are looser also given the expectation that, however long in duration, they are ultimately 
impermanent.  If friends are forever, allies are for the time being.  Conversely, allies are 
more than simply peers, since they have common goals they pursue together, and of 
which others will be aware due to the public nature of their relation. 
These formal features of alliance find electoral expression in the form of pacts 
between political parties.  Political alliance, involving coordination between two or more 
parties for an extended period, is a feature of democratic politics in many institutional 
settings.  These practices take place on a spectrum ranging from mere non-aggression 
(e.g. two parties choosing not to campaign against each other on certain issues) to the 
development of shared programmes for government.10  In the relevant research in 
comparative politics, the study of alliance has tended to be equated with the study of 
ruling coalitions.11  More recently however, greater attention has been given to pacts 
formed prior to elections, by parties that may or may not be in government.12  This 
broadening of study usefully reminds that pacts are possible at all moments in the 
electoral cycle.13  
If we ask what normative questions are raised by alliance, existing scholarship 
offers few answers.  Certainly this is true as regards the ethics of political alliance.  Pacts 
																																																								
9 On political friendship and the party: Ypi 2016. 
10 Loose types of cooperation are included here in the concept of alliance, not least because political use of 
terms such as ‘progressive alliance’ generally includes them.  On the spectrum of alliance forms, all 
involving some type of publically-acknowledged coordination: Golder 2006a, pp.17ff.; Golder 2006b, 
p.195; also Bogdanor 1992. 
11 Classically, see e.g. Riker 1962; also Laver 1998; Laver and Shepsle 1990; Müller and Strom 2003. 
12 The best work here is Golder 2006a, b.  See also Wager 2015, Hart 1992, Ibenskas forthcoming.   
13 I exclude discussion of transnational and sub-national alliances: the literature on the European 
Parliament is a good starting-point for the former, though an account of alliance norms in this context 
remains to be written. 
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between parties have tended to be approached as a problem of bargaining.14  In line with 
a general focus on coalition-formation, to the extent that normative issues have been 
raised in the scholarship these have centred on the informational question of how far 
post-electoral alliances could reasonably be inferred from pre-electoral behaviour.15  
‘Could voters know what they were voting for?’ is taken as the crucial normative 
question.  Important as this is as a democratic indicator, political alliance raises 
challenging questions even when such criteria of information are satisfied. 
Emerging scholarship on the philosophy of partisanship has so far added little in 
this area.  The questions raised by alliance are not reducible to those of partisan 
association more generally.  The formal features of alliance, notably its status as an 
association of associations intended to be divisible at any moment, give it a character 
distinct from the party.  While inter-party relations have received some attention, 
including questions of partisan compromise, these have been framed as a problem of 
adversarialism.16  Such work considers the normative constraints on how parties oppose 
each other, not those on how they cooperate.  The intermediary status of allies, as distinct 
from both friends and adversaries, is still to be analysed by theorists of partisanship.   
There is also limited guidance to be taken from other fields.  The ethics of military 
alliance – i.e. between states in conflict – has received surprisingly little scholarly 
attention.  Though alliances are a widespread phenomenon of interstate politics, 
International Relations (IR) theory rarely dwells on the questions of principle they raise.  
Alliances are approached rather as a problem of order, with the focus on how they may be 
a source of stability in an interstate system governed by the balance of power.17  Research 
in the field of business ethics tends to be equally thin in this area, notwithstanding the 																																																								
14 See e.g. Golder 2006b, who offers an empirically rich view of pacts as ‘the result of a bargaining process 
among party leaders who care about policy and office benefits’ (p.196).  
15 Cf. Golder 2006b, p.194, on ‘democratic transparency’. 
16 White and Ypi 2016, chap. 7. 
17 E.g. Walt 2009.  An exception is Gvosdev 2016.  
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occasional suggestive analysis.18  And it is not just a question of volume of course, since 
the considerations arising in these cognate fields are not necessarily transferable to the 
analysis of political alliance.  When states make alliances, or when firms do, this is 
typically understood as a question of reconciling interests.  In the case of political parties, 
what is at stake are normative commitments19 – the principled goals by which a party 
defines itself.  As many have observed, finding agreement between competing normative 
commitments is a very different thing from finding it on competing interests.20  It follows 
that the formation of alliances between parties cannot be approached as a situation of 
bargaining like any other. 
As a first step in organising how we think of the normative stakes of alliance, it is 
useful to distinguish the externalities and internalities arising.  The former concern the 
costs and benefits of an alliance for those who did not choose to incur them by direct 
involvement.  The decision of two groups to come together is typically of significance for 
third parties, whether these are non-participating associations or unaligned individuals.  
In the case of political alliance, both parties and unaligned citizens are relevant actors in 
this context.  As an illustration of the concerns arising, consider the following charges: 
that alliance entails a reduction of choice for the citizen, who then has fewer parties to 
join or vote for; that alliance blurs the contours of political opinion, such that 
governments and / or oppositions no longer have an identifiable programmatic 
orientation; or that a particular alliance is unwelcome, e.g. because it strengthens 
undesirable forces.  For political agents typically defined by their relations of conflict, 
practices of non-combat always risk attracting the allegation of collusion.  Clearly such 
																																																								
18 E.g. Argandoña 1999. 
19 Certainly these may be related to conceptions of interest, but always these are placed within a larger 
normative vision that seeks to explain why certain interests are worth advancing.	
20 For one treatment of this theme: Hirschman 1994. 
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outcomes, if real, may be balanced by countervailing considerations.21  But one sees the 
potential for alliance to carry decisive implications for the citizen and the democratic 
system as a whole – to pose important externalities, that is. 
  The internalities of alliance concern its implications for agents inside the 
arrangement.  Participation can have unequal effects for those involved, both as 
associations and as individuals.  At the minimum, pacts may be more advantageous to 
some parties than others.  More critically, they may result in the exploitation of some at 
the hands of a dominant partner.  Because of the concessions that cooperation demands – 
e.g. the sharing of confidential information – parties to an alliance put themselves in a 
situation of vulnerability, from which some may emerge better than others.  Likewise, the 
consequences of alliance may be asymmetrical for individuals.  Alliances may deny some 
partisans (e.g. those in certain districts) the opportunity to pursue struggles they have long 
been committed to.  Such arrangements may also empower leaders at the expense of the 
wider membership, since effective coordination between parties may depend on 
centralising decision-making in each.  Negotiation may require secrecy, thereby 
privileging a small circle of representatives.22  Even in relatively benign cases, the 
compromises necessary to maintain the unity of an alliance always threaten to denude 
partisanship of its basis in principle.  When commitments professed by the primary 
association(s) are suspended or discarded, not only are certain reasons for affiliation 
abandoned but the credibility of the association may be impaired.23 
																																																								
21 While alliance may reduce electoral choice, it may also improve its reliability, increasing predictability in 
the likely make-up of a governing coalition. Cf. Golder 2006b, p.194. 
22 There is of course the empirical possibility that party elites pursue alliances precisely to strengthen their 
hand.  Not only may cross-party coordination favour top-down control, but the legacy of alliance may be to 
shift a party away from the programmatic commitments endorsed by its activists to a more ‘pragmatic’ or 
‘centrist’ profile.  Cf. Wager 2015, pp.12ff., on this tactic as pursued by Churchill’s Conservatives (through 
pact talks with the Liberals in 1950) and Blair’s Labour (through talks with the Liberal Democrats in the 
late 1990s).  One may note in passing that military alliances are likewise an opportunity for elite 
empowerment, as they too may demand high-level coordination and secrecy of negotiations.  
23 Martin & Vanberg 2008.  
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It is with such internalities of the arrangement in view that the following 
discussion proceeds.  Not only does this make for a more manageable research problem – 
the externalities of an associative practice are generally far-reaching – but arguably it 
directs attention to the most crucial aspects.  The citizens directly involved in an alliance 
are those most directly concerned: at stake is the fate of the projects they have committed 
to and helped to shape.  If alliance cannot be justified to those participating, the 
normative implications for third parties pale in significance. 
 
 
The Intrinsic Value of Alliance? 
 
Political alliance raises challenging questions for its prospective partners.  This is true 
even if one adopts a stripped-back conception of the party as nothing more than a 
network of elites seeking office.24  Alliance in this image raises problems concerning the 
distribution of burdens and benefits in the maintenance of coordination, even if the 
partisan has considerable flexibility in how the demands of coordination are met.  But the 
challenges are all the greater if we approach partisanship as a principled activity, in which 
partisans have commitments they cannot dispense with lightly.25  If these are what give 
the activity its very meaning, and are not simply adornments for public consumption, then 
the potential arises for a stubborn clash between the primary commitments of partisanship 
and the second-order commitments of alliance.  It is this latter conception of partisanship 
I adopt here, and with it the assumption that partisanship of this kind is valuable.  
Arguments for alliance cannot be indifferent then to the related implications for the ethics 
of partisanship. 																																																								
24 E.g. Downs 1957. 
25 Here I follow White and Ypi 2016. 
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 If political alliance is typically challenging, on what grounds can it reasonably be 
advocated?  In the following I examine some salient arguments.  I draw on reasons that 
have been put forward in real-world debate, including by parliamentarians, activists and 
commentators.26  In contrast to the paucity of scholarship in this area, there are some 
sophisticated interventions that can structure the analysis.  Typically they are given as 
reasons for a particular alliance rather than to defend the very idea, but they can be 
reformulated in more general terms.	
 There are broadly two families of argument I shall consider: 1) those that treat 
political alliance as intrinsically desirable, and 2) those that treat it as instrumentally 
useful.  In the first category are reasons for alliance that should hold irrespective of 
whether they serve electoral success or other measures of partisan achievement: they are 
non-consequentialist reasons that rest on the idea that the parties in question are ‘better 
together’.  In the second category are reasons that hold only to the extent that in given 
circumstances they advance the party’s cause.  In this section we shall consider the 
former.27 
 Let us first consider an epistemic argument: 
 
1) Alliance between parties is intrinsically valuable because it enriches the political 
outlook of each.   
‘No party has a monopoly on wisdom’ is the intuition behind this view.  Partisans, it says, 
are more clear-headed when nested in a larger formation.  An umbrella association of this 																																																								
26 An especially useful source text is Nandy et al 2016, which maps out arguments for a ‘progressive 
alliance’ of British parties including Labour, the Greens, the Scottish National Party and the Liberal 
Democrats.  It is influenced by the Westminster parliamentary model and its principle of first-past-the-post 
(FPTP), but the basic arguments have broader application.  If tactical voting is found in non-FPTP systems 
(Riera 2016), similar questions of alliance-formation are likely to arise; presidential systems too can be the 
site of alliances (Kellam 2015). 
27 Weinstock considers three arguments in relation to compromise (Weinstock 2013); our discussion tracks 
two of these (arguments from episteme and inclusion) while excluding the third (from community 
solidarity) as it is less relevant for alliances (except those of national unity – a kind I do not examine). 
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sort allows the attainment of a more enlightened perspective.28  In the terms introduced 
earlier, the secondary ties that shape the alliance mark an improvement on the primary 
commitments of each party taken separately.   
The argument can take more than one form.  In one version it may be suggested 
that alliance participation facilitates the emergence of new perspectives superior to the 
initial programmes of the parties involved.  Alliance, it may be said, is conducive to an 
enlightened consensus,29 whereby members willingly revise their preferences on the 
issues at hand as they come to see the merits of the better arguments.  Alliance-formation 
becomes analogous to a process of deliberation.  The perspective is a subsidiary one for 
our concerns however, as it leads quickly from an endorsement of alliance to an 
endorsement of merger.  If the pooling of resources allows this type of epistemic 
advance, why should alliance be defended as anything other than a stepping-stone to the 
formation of a ‘great’ party, one that offers the same without problems of coordination, 
divided commitments and the like?   
In an alternative and more relevant view, alliance is valuable not because it tends 
towards the emergence of new perspectives but because, without fundamentally altering 
or supplementing the initial programmes of the parties involved, it cultivates in these 
parties a more reflexive disposition towards the commitments they hold.30  By fostering 
the encounter of diverse views and encouraging compromise between them, an alliance 
helps trim the excesses to which each constituent party may be prone, raising the quality 
																																																								
28 Cf. Lawson in Nandy et al: ‘In the last century, change was possible through single-party domination.  
Our world is now too complex, there are too many contradictions, paradoxes and problems for any single 
party to solve them.  And, anyway, fewer and fewer now sign up for life in a single political tribe.  This is 
about more than votes and seats, although both matter.  A deeper realignment of minds must underpin any 
political change.  No one has a monopoly of wisdom.’ 
29 On this technical use of the term ‘consensus’, see Weinstock 2013. 
30 Cf. Clive Lewis at the head of the paper; cf. Nandy et al., Introduction: ‘building a new political culture 
based on cooperation, where parties have core values in common, goes beyond electoral interest.  We 
believe that the process of challenging and learning from each other can itself lead to better outcomes. … A 
progressive future will be one negotiated with others, not imposed by one group.’  And ‘finding common 
ground across party boundaries [as] … an essential component of good decision-making’. 
	 13	
of their decisions.  Single parties, the argument will run, cultivate a blinkered form of 
partisanship.  They encourage partisans to regard themselves as having privileged insight 
into moral and political truths.  As one advocate of alliance puts it, ‘nearly always we 
position ourselves, our own little tribe, as better than other progressive tribes, and 
grumble “if only they would see the light and vote for us!”’  This conviction of ‘our’ 
superiority is misplaced.31  Political collectives should be maintained in a condition of 
alliance therefore, while merger should be avoided so that these tendencies to ‘tribalism’ 
do not reappear on the larger scale. 
What should one make of this argument for the intrinsic value of alliance?  
Clearly one may wonder whether alliance is necessary for the epistemic advantages 
described.  The clash of opinions at the wider political level, between parties in an 
adversarial relation, is potentially conducive too, as the research on deliberative systems 
may suggest.32  One may also wonder whether the positive epistemic effects of alliance 
do not heavily depend on the nature of the parties involved.  Presumably not all alliances 
can be expected to be enriching in this way but those whose individual programmes 
already have something going for them. 
But key to assessing this argument I believe is to reflect on the idea of 
partisanship it asks us to accept.  It would seem to rest on seeing the primary association 
to which partisans are committed (their party, that is) as something incomplete, ill-
equipped to stand on its own.  It assumes partisanship to be a form of partiality, a 
distorted outlook that produces imperfect reasoning, and which needs tempering by its 
articulation with other such perspectives.  Such assumptions track some familiar ways of 
thinking about political commitment.  Mill’s discussion of those ‘one-eye men’ who, by 																																																								
31 See Lawson in Nandy et al; also: https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/sep/18/labours-lisa-nandy-
urges-party-to-ditch-tribalism; https://www.theguardian.com/ 
politics/2016/nov/16/paddy-ashdown-urges-british-progressive-centre-to-unite 
32 Mansbridge et al. 2012. 
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reasons of their stubborn attachment to their views are able to grasp only partial truths, is 
an expression of the thought that, though commitment may be welcome, it is always 
epistemically incomplete.  Truth lies at best somewhere ‘between’ such views.33 
The problem with this argument is that it radically diminishes partisanship as a 
reasonable endeavour.  The worth of alliance is established, but at the expense of the 
worth of partisanship.  It is one thing for the partisan to acknowledge that the 
commitments she holds could be mistaken, or that they are insufficiently demonstrable in 
their truth for all to be persuaded of them.  Arguably democratic partisanship relies on 
accepting at some level the contestability of commitments.  It is quite another thing 
however to accept that one’s commitments are so imperfect as to make it intrinsically 
valuable to pair them with others.  Such a view requires partisans to take an unreasonably 
sceptical view of the goals and principles espoused by their primary association – the 
very things for which they have reason to align with the party in the first place.  It is to 
belittle the political conflicts that they, and their predecessors in the party, have 
committed to. 
To be sure, it may be that some partisans can accept this sceptical view while still 
finding reasons to act.  Or it may be that some can endorse this argument for tactical 
reasons.  Emphasising the intrinsic value of alliance may, in some cases, serve the 
instrumental purpose of boosting a party’s reputation, particularly in a climate of anti-
partisanship.  But it is not, I suggest, a position that can reasonably be accepted by most 
partisans as an accurate description of the nature of their commitment to their party, nor 
one they can easily attribute to the previous generations of partisans whose work they 
continue. 
																																																								
33 Connecting these remarks to a discussion of partisanship: Muirhead 2006. 
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Let us consider then a different line of argument for why political alliance is 
intrinsically valuable.  This is the argument from democratic inclusion. 
 
2) When parties form alliances, they give voice to more citizens, and thereby express the 
ideal of democratic inclusion better than any single party. 
In this line of thought, parties are representative agents whose purpose is to connect 
citizens – their interests, preferences or identities – with the decision-making of political 
institutions.  They give voice to those who, in a modern democracy, are inevitably at 
some distance from legislative and executive power.  Each, moreover, has natural 
constituencies they are uniquely well placed to represent.   The argument for alliance 
follows from this.  Because each party has special links to a different set of citizens, 
aggregating several into a bloc allows more constituencies to be heard, and gives the 
viewpoints represented a better chance of influencing political debate and decision.34 
 As before, the question arises why this should be an argument for alliance rather 
than merger.  Could some kind of great party not simply speak for more citizens?  The 
preference for alliance is likely to rest on the assumption that organic attachments 
between parties and their constituencies have developed over an extended period, and are 
rooted in deep-seated features of social structure (group interest, identity, and so on).  
They are not likely to be recreated in any adequate way by the formation of a new super-
party.35  Political collectives should be maintained in a condition of alliance so that these 
																																																								
34 For a variant of this argument: Nandy et al., Introduction.   
35 Cf. Nandy Intro: ‘This book is not motivated by any sense of despair.  We are not proposing cooperation 
among the progressives because we have to, but because we want to.  Quite simply, we believe that 
political pluralism delivers better answers and better government; and that a progressive alliance, speaking 
to different constituencies about a shared agenda of social, environmental and democratic reform, united in 
a commitment to create a fairer, more sustainable Britain, to rebuild our democracy and safeguard our 
public sector, would have an attractive force and political reach that no one party alone could have today.’   
A related argument would be that citizens see alliances more favourably than parties in competition, so they 
better serve the public’s idea of how democracy should look; how widespread is this view is unclear (see 
Wager 2015). 
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links are not broken and the prospects of the democratic empowerment and inclusion not 
lost in the process of reconstitution.  
Like the epistemic argument, though differently, this argument entails seeing the 
party itself as something partial.  It presents it as grounded in a set of commitments that 
inevitably appeal only to one constituency amongst many, and that need therefore to be 
complemented with other, equally localised claims.  This notion that a party is the 
representative of a partial constituency, advancing goals that not all can share, 
corresponds to a long line of theorising that takes in both normative thought (e.g. Kelsen) 
and sociological study (e.g. Lipset and Rokkan). 
If this were all that a party is, this rationale for alliance would be compelling.  Yet  
what the view misses is the aim characteristic of partisans to generalise their claims 
beyond a pre-determined constituency.  The logic of partisanship relies on building 
constituencies, developing justifications for why the good of sectoral groups is the good 
of a wider public.36  Though partisans may be well aware that their arguments carry better 
with some groups than others, the structure of their position is intended to be 
generalizable.  This is crucial for the question of alliance, because the aggregation of 
normative programmes intended to be generalizable is likely to put the coherence of each 
in question.37  While superficially parties may empower their followers by aligning them 
with others in a larger association, they risk depriving them in the process of the 
coherence of the programmatic ends that first mobilised them.  (The experience of many 
grand coalitions in recent European history bears out the thought that combining parties 
in this way can undermine their distinctive normative commitments, often to the point 
																																																								
36 Rosenblum 2008; White and Ypi 2016, chapter 1. 
37 All the more given taking the argument to its logical conclusion implies an alliance including all parties 
in the electoral system so as to maximise inclusion. 
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that they are publicly viewed as indistinguishable.38)  To suppose the intrinsic appeal of 
this aggregation of views is to overlook the proper claim of each to be self-standing 
normative positions. 
 To be sure, it may be that there are times when party programmes can, at least in 
part, be reconciled with each other such that coherence of this kind is maintained.39  
Alliances within a ‘party family’, i.e. amongst those whose programmatic views have 
points of overlap, may successfully sidestep this problem and deliver meaningful 
democratic inclusion.  (We shall discuss such cases below.)  But once we treat the worth 
of the alliance as conditional in this way on the ends the parties seek and their 
compatibility, we are no longer treating alliance as something desirable in itself. 
Arguments then for the intrinsic value of political alliance would seem then to 
rely on devaluing partisanship itself as a practice.  Both we have considered treat 
partisanship as a form of partiality.  Where cooperation across partisan lines is seen as 
inherently desirable, partisanship as ongoing allegiance to an association of unique 
commitments loses much of its rationale.  Or to put it differently: associations for which 
alliance relations are intrinsically desirable are no longer best thought of as parties.    
 
 
The Instrumental Value of Alliance 
 
The possibility remains that political alliance, even if not desirable in itself, may be a 
valid means to achieve desirable ends.  Though partisans may rightly prefer to pursue 
these as an independent association, there may be circumstances when they are better 
pursued in coordination.    																																																								
38 See e.g. the long-running Austrian grand coalition of the SPÖ and ÖVP, commonly referred to as 
‘SPÖVP’. 
39 See e.g. the long-running German CDU/CSU alliance. 
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To reiterate, I treat partisanship as about the collective and committed pursuit of 
generalizable goals and principles, not just the pursuit of institutional power.  Improving 
the prospects of gaining office will never be a sufficient rationale for alliance.  The kind 
of instrumental argument I have in mind is one that sees alliance as instrumental to 
furthering the programmatic ends for which a party stands, and while holding office may 
be advantageous in this regard it cannot in itself be regarded as the measure of a 
worthwhile alliance. 
 Accordingly, consider what we might call the programmatic argument for 
alliance: 
 
3) Where two or more parties have programmatic goals in common, cooperation is 
appropriate if it serves to advance these.   
The proposition might be illustrated as follows.  Two parties share the goal of a transport 
infrastructure publicly owned.  By cooperating in selected ways, be it coordinated public 
statements, legislative voting or electoral campaigning, they may be better able to 
advance this goal.  Because the area of agreement is limited in range, some form of 
alliance rather than merger is the relevant option.  And because the value attached to this 
cooperation is instrumental rather than intrinsic, there is no expectation that further points 
of overlap should be engineered: it is a matter simply of working together to advance the 
ends on which they happen to agree. 
 Let us set aside for now the possibility that pursuing some goals jointly puts 
others in jeopardy.40  All things being equal, what should one make of an instrumental 
alliance of this kind?  It may be useful to distinguish between two kinds of cross-party 
																																																								
40 On this, see final section. 
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agreement: one that stays at the level of policy prescription, and one that extends more 
deeply to include the value orientations such policies are based on. 
The first, more superficial form of agreement we might call a modus vivendi.41  It 
involves the parties having different supporting justifications for the policies they hold in 
common, differences which for strategic reasons they agree to overlook.  Grand 
coalitions are one context where this may be seen.42  One of the problems of cooperation 
based only on a convergence of this kind is that it encourages the prescriptive elements of 
a programme to be detached from its diagnostic elements. Whereas one party may 
advocate public ownership of transport infrastructure on environmental grounds, as one 
investment amongst several to reduce air pollution, another may advocate it as a form of 
economic stimulus.43  Given the reasons are different, possibly at odds, both parties to the 
alliance would need to set aside the larger principles of their primary association in order 
to make sense of the pact.44  Such an arrangement puts the programmatic coherence of its 
parties under strain, even if it involves no compromises that directly contradict them.  A 
modus vivendi seems a problematic foundation for alliance.	
 It is different when the area of agreement has a principled basis – when, for 
example, two parties advocate a publicly-owned transport infrastructure because both 
endorse ownership of utilities as an essential public good.  An alliance grounded on such 
thicker agreement seems more consistent with partisanship as a principled activity.  The 
secondary commitments arising between the alliance partners are then rooted in the 
primary commitments of each: the alliance is an extension of the partisan project rather 
than something that puts it in question.  Certainly, it may be that alliance is still not 																																																								
41 Rawls 1993, pp.134ff. 
42 See e.g. the early 2000s convergence of the German SPD and CDU/CSU parties on the Hartz IV welfare 
reforms, for which each advanced differing supporting justifications: Martin & Vanberg 2008, p.504. 
43 NB empirical scholars observe pre-electoral pacts are more likely between parties of similar size and 
ideology (Golder 2006b).  But even ideologies with areas of apparent convergence (e.g. Green ideology and 
Keynesian economics) may have much to divide them beyond what they share. 
44 Martin & Vanberg 2008, p.505.	
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justified in every such case, since unwelcome compromises on further issues may be 
required to secure it (more on this in the next section).  There is also the empirical risk 
that whatever issue allows parties to come together in alliance becomes the dominant one 
around which they subsequently campaign, in the process marginalising other more 
salient concerns.  It is not a sufficient reason for alliance in other words, but it does 
suggest that an instrumental defence of alliance is feasible. 
Are there further possibilities for an instrumental defence?   I suggest there is a 
fourth argument, one we might call the argument from imperfect institutions: 
 
4) Where parties face an adversary of overweening power, and the political system 
perpetuates this, alliance is an appropriate response.   
Empirically, it is often the case that alliances are alliances against a third party at least as 
much as an expression of programmatic convergence.45  The stand-out case involves a 
rising party that is authoritarian and / or illiberal, and thereby poses a direct threat to 
democratic rights and practices.  In view of far-Right populist currents in many western 
countries today, such cases are highly topical; ideas of a cordon sanitaire to exclude such 
parties from government were also a theme in many European countries in the late 
twentieth century.46  In some ways these cases are theoretically the more straightforward.  
Given such a party puts in doubt the capacity of any democratic party to achieve its goals, 
the basis for alliance amongst its opponents seems clear.  Indeed, beyond their 
																																																								
45 Golder 2006b, p.199. 
46 See e.g. cooperation amongst Belgian parties in the 1980s against the Vlaams Blok.  Though a cordon 
sanitaire is primarily a statement of refusal to form alliance (with the excluded party), it typically also 
amounts to a statement of willingness to form alliance (with the other parties needed to form a blocking 
majority).	
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associational attachments, democratic partisans in such contexts arguably have a civic 
obligation to form an alliance of opposition.47   
More challenging for our discussion is the case of the party which, though not 
overtly hostile to the democratic process, nonetheless poses it a major challenge.  One 
thinks for instance of a party that has become dominant and threatens to remain so, aided 
by an electoral system that is disproportionate and systematically favours it.48  The design 
of the system’s institutions, and their susceptibility to the influence of economic interests, 
may leave the party’s power unchecked.  
Again, the rationale for alliance in such cases is instrumental rather than intrinsic.  
The aim is to overcome a particular set of challenges, and were those challenges absent 
there would be no worth attached to alliance.  The secondary commitments that define it 
are at the general level of commitments to democratic practice.	   An alliance even 
between programmatically ‘remote’ parties becomes conceivable in such circumstances.49  
Amongst the forms it may take are non-aggression pacts designed to maximise the seats 
held by the alliance partners in representatives institutions (and thereby impede the 
adversary), or combined efforts to seek structural change to the electoral system.50  
Is this a convincing reason for alliance?  Clearly it is one that can be misused.  
Efforts to pursue constitutional change at the expense of a third party can evidently 
themselves be anti-democratic: much depends on the extent to which there are genuine 
structural problems in the political system.  Such efforts can also be strategically unwise, 																																																								
47 Such questions are a staple in the scholarship on ‘militant democracy’ and need not be reframed as a 
question of alliance. 
48 Nandy et al 2016, in the context of Tory-led boundary changes: ‘The book is based on two premises – 
that working together with like-minded people produces better outcomes, and the UK may have reached the 
point where only some form of ‘progressive alliance’ will ever deliver a left-of-centre government’. Cf. 
Golder 2006a, p.23.  NB I do not deny there may be intrinsic as well as instrumental reasons to pursue 
electoral reform. 
49 The same holds of course where a polity faces external threats, when alliance formation may be pursued 
as a means to achieve national unity.  
50 The introduction of proportional representation is a goal of those in Britain advocating a ‘progressive 
alliance’ against the Conservatives: see e.g. Lucas et al: http://www.newstatesman.com/ 
politics/staggers/2016/07/budding-progressive-alliance-wants-take-back-brexit-heartlands.    
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if they allow a third party to gain further support by denouncing its opponents as a cartel.  
In some cases they may also be unnecessary: citizens may be willing spontaneously to 
engage in tactical voting to oppose third parties, thereby achieving the same outcomes 
without the formation of alliance.   
But if one accepts that representative institutions can be highly imperfect, and that 
coping mechanisms of some kind may be needed, then in at least some cases this will be 
a promising rationale for alliance.  It offers a way for partisans to make credible the 
commitments they stand for by correcting the institutional failures that threaten to 
obstruct their pursuit.  Rather than putting in question the reasons for which partisans 
associate with their party, it promises to augment the normative standing of their primary 
association. 
 
 
Circumscribing Alliance  
 
Alliances between parties are fraught with risks, as the paper has observed.  Amongst 
those we might class as the internalities of the arrangement are the potential for one or 
more parties to be exploited, or for individuals within parties to be adversely effected.  
Yet as the previous section has argued, there may be occasions when an alliance is 
warranted as a means to achieve defined ends.  The challenges of alliance cannot simply 
be avoided.  The pressing question then becomes how to conceive the standards to which 
such arrangements might be held.   Whereas the focus hitherto has been on the reasons 
that can motivate alliance participation, in this final section we shall look at the ethics of 
the parties in interaction. 
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It is important to underline that an alliance is an ethical order, even if its 
appropriate rationale is never more than instrumental.  Even minimal cooperation in the 
pursuit of shared ends leads partners to cultivate expectations of mutual support.  Where 
there is an explicit alliance agreement, the arrangement can be likened to a contract, with 
the alliance partners entitled to expect of each other that they follow jointly agreed 
courses of action.51  Coalition governments are typically underpinned by an agreement of 
this sort.  But even when there is no formal contract, the fact the parties are publicly 
working together in pursuit of common goals gives an ethical dimension to their ties.  
They knowingly place each other in a situation of mutual reliance, and by identifying 
with the shared purposes that define the alliance they lead each other to believe that the 
sacrifices made for it are sacrifices made for good reason.52     
At the same time the ethical ties should not be overdrawn.  An alliance is 
structured in a way that anticipates its dissolution at any moment.  Its parts are 
maintained as entities divisible from one another: the exit option is real.  When an 
alliance becomes undesirable to one of its constituent parties, they are ultimately in a 
position to leave.  To this extent one should not expect alliances to reproduce the same 
levels of obligation as partisanship itself. 
Clearly the circumstances of an alliance and the reasons for which it forms may be 
relevant to the standards applied.  When an alliance is pursued in response to an 
immediate threat – e.g. the rise of an anti-democratic party that institutions are powerless 
to resist – it may be that norms appropriate in less demanding situations should be 
relaxed.  Some may even argue there are situations of high emergency when the need for 
alliance trumps all considerations to do with its ethics.  But even if one accepts such 
situations exist, it is important to reflect on the kind of norms to which an alliance should 																																																								
51 On contracts and promises as sources of obligation: Simmons 1996. 
52 Alonso 2009. 
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aspire.  The best guide here would seem to be by the presuppositions implied by its 
formal structure. 
 The challenges identified in the preceding discussion suggest the importance of a 
procedural norm of continual review by the memberships of the parties composing it.  An 
alliance is typically contentious not only at the point of its formation (when the 
instrumental reasons for involvement will have to be assessed and balanced against 
countervailing concerns), but over the course of its subsequent evolution.  Alliances take 
shape in a changing environment, and themselves reshape that environment.  As an 
association of instrumental value, an alliance needs continual review to assess the 
adequacy with which it continues to serve the second-order commitments that define it, 
and to ensure an arrangement established for defined purposes does not evolve into 
something else.  This much is consistent with the reversibility and possibility of exit that 
the structure of an alliance is designed to maintain.  Such review is important also to 
establish whether an alliance carries the support of the partisans that form it.  Given the 
potential alliance raises for the centralisation of power within parties, periodic re-
assessment is crucial to giving it an intra-party democratic foundation and to ensuring key 
social groups (e.g. trade unions) remain supportive.53  It need not suppose the creation of 
democratic structures at a cross-party level, but it does suggest the activation of such 
constraints within the parties that form it.   
Although procedural constraints on the conduct of alliance are vital, they answer 
only some of the problems such arrangements can generate.  After all, alliance 
participation may affect the membership composition of the parties involved, and with it 
their ideas.54  Seen ex ante, for partisans considering whether to proceed with an alliance, 
																																																								
53 Cf. Dunphy and Bale 2011 (esp. p.501) in a study of governing coalitions whose observations apply 
equally to the larger question of alliance participation.	
54 Though restrictions on new members can be introduced during the alliance period to obstruct this. 
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procedural checks threaten simply to legitimise programmatic drift.  So it is important to 
consider substantive constraints that can circumscribe the conduct of alliance.    
We have already noted the idea that points of programmatic convergence between 
parties in alliance should be principled rather than merely policy-based.  Consistent with 
this is a norm of coherence in the ends they pursue.  It should be possible for the parties 
to the alliance to narrate its purposes and composition as a function of the primary 
commitments they hold.  This may involve appeal to supra-partisan categories – ‘the left’, 
‘the right’, ‘progressive’, and related ideas of a ‘party family’ – as well as highlighting 
areas of principled convergence.  It may also involve the open criticism of alliance 
partners with regard to those issues on which they diverge, so that the conditional nature 
of their relation and the primacy of their party commitments is manifest.  The pursuit of 
programmatic coherence is likely in addition to involve identifying some parties as 
inappropriate alliance partners, given areas of convergence are lacking.  Even an alliance 
of last resort aimed at redressing institutional failings will need to work in the first 
instance within such parameters of programmatic coherence.55  
Still, how can an arrangement that demands compromise of its participants avoid 
unpicking the normative commitments to which each is attached?  I suggest an acceptable 
alliance also depends on a norm of protected commitments, i.e. commitments associated 
with each primary association on which progress must be sought (and on which regress is 
unacceptable) in the course of the alliance.  Such commitments are those taken to be 
essential to the normative projects of the parties involved, and for the sake of which an 
alliance is instrumentally useful.  They cannot be sacrificed without depriving the party 
of its normative purpose and undermining what the structure of alliance is intended to 
uphold.  These are equivalent to the ‘red lines’ of diplomacy.  Where such lines are to be 																																																								
55 Those calling for a ‘progressive alliance’ tend not to propose cooperation between all parties that might 
benefit from proportional representation: some (e.g. UKIP) are excluded, suggesting a degree of ideological 
congruence is expected. 
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drawn, and how they are to be debated, is a matter for the ethics of partisanship rather 
than alliance.  But that each ally should respect their existence seems fundamental to the 
normativity of alliance relations.  Each, we might say, must accept there are political 
options unavailable to its partners, and work to achieve a clear understanding of what 
these protected commitments are and how the alliance can proceed in accordance with 
them.  Typically a formal written agreement may assist in giving clarity and mutual 
assurance.   
The importance of acknowledging protected commitments can be observed 
empirically in alliance practice.  Studies of alliances between social-democratic and 
radical-left parties suggest the frequency with which the former, as typically the larger 
partner, may pull the latter away from its core demands.56  A written pre-agreement of the 
terms of alliance, even if it cannot remove this risk, gives the parties involved a resource 
to defend themselves against exploitation by their partners – or highlight it when it 
occurs.  The Norwegian red-green alliance of 2005-13, bringing together the Labour 
Party (Ap), Socialist Left Party (SV) and the Centre Party (Sp) in opposition to an 
alliance of the centre-Right, is one such pact that saw a programmatic shift to the right in 
its later years.  The Soria Moria declaration of principles issued in 2005 at the beginning 
of the alliance can be said both to have retarded this shift and then later offered partisans 
of the Left Party a reference-point for highlighting how the alliance had gone astray.  It 
offered a resource by which the Left could claim responsibility for popular alliance 
policies, and take distance from policies it did not support.  Such experiences suggest the 
importance of the clear codification of protected commitments in alliance formation.57 
It may be thought this attitude of respect towards the core views of allies is 
already guaranteed by the emphasis on principled convergence.  But agreement between 																																																								
56 Dunphy and Bale 2011. 
57 Dunphy and Bale 2011, p.501.	
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parties will typically require not just that certain points be agreed but that points of 
disagreement be negotiated.  To recall our earlier example, it is one thing to agree on the 
goal of a publicly-owned transport infrastructure, and to do so for broadly the same 
reasons, but this says nothing of the issues that divide the parties.  There is more than one 
way these may be reconciled: as one author puts it, agreements ‘can be said to be additive 
if compromise is reached by including aspects of the other’s position in the position 
ultimately agreed to. It is subtractive when arriving at a compromise also requires that 
one or both parties remove, as a condition of arriving at a compromise, aspects of their 
initial positions that are unacceptable to the other side.’ 58   A norm of protected 
commitments implies that, where alliance involves subtractive compromise, the 
commitments subtracted should not include those considered essential to the parties 
involved.  Without such a norm, alliance negotiations would become a matter of mere 
bargaining, and the partisans asked to respect their outcome would have every reason to 
feel disillusioned. 
What of those additions to a party programme that may be needed to achieve 
additive compromise?  These are no less relevant to guarding against the unplanned 
transformation of the parties to alliance.  A party that takes on new goals as part of its 
involvement in a pact acquires priorities that threaten to marginalise its core 
commitments.  It seems important that whatever programmatic shifts of this kind made in 
the course of alliance can be reversed at the point of exit.  In practical terms, this might 
suggest a freeze on party-constitutional amendments for the duration of an alliance.  
Whether they concern the principled goals of the party, or such matters of internal 
organisation as the relations between the leadership, activists or parliamentary group, 
constitutional changes are by their nature difficult to reverse.  An acceptable alliance is 
																																																								
58 Weinstock 2013, p.539. 
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one that does not require, as part of an additive compromise between allies, that a party 
make changes to its constitution. 
Clearly this does not imply a party ought to undo the changes it makes in the 
course of alliance.  This is a matter for intra-party deliberation, and it may well be that 
some changes adopted for the sake of alliance coordination are later endorsed for 
different reasons.  The point is that it should not be the effect of alliance to settle these 
questions in favour of one position.  As an instrumental arrangement to advance shared 
purposes, an alliance should be configured to minimise its transformative effects on the 
identity of the agents that form it.  Their core programmatic commitments should be 
protected, both from the deletion of goals that serve these commitments, and from the 
accretion of goals that marginalise them. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
While pacts between political parties are common, analyses of the normative questions 
they raise are rare.  Like alliances in other domains, from international relations to the 
world of business, those in party democracy are typically approached as problems of 
bargaining strategy or system balance.  The ethics of alliance are neglected, and not 
without cost.  The distinctive structure of alliance, as an association of associations that 
retains divisibility, leads to a unique set of questions beyond those of partisanship itself.  
The promise of such pacts is to augment the party as a mode of citizenship and agent of 
political change.  At the same time such arrangements threaten to dilute its normative 
purpose.  For anyone interested in the reformative and transformative potential of parties, 
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as well as the controversies that partisanship gives rise to, the ethics of alliance demands 
attention. 
 As I have argued, it is possible for the committed partisan to endorse the prospect 
of alliance.  Though the tension between the two forms of association is real, and creates 
tendencies both to dissolution on the one hand and merger on the other, it need not be 
fatal.  Resolving the tension depends however on seeing the worth of alliance as 
instrumental rather than intrinsic.  Rather than as a form of epistemic enrichment or 
democratic inclusion, alliance should be valued as a means to advance programmatic 
ends where principled agreement exists, and as a way to counter the imperfections of 
political institutions.  The norms to which it should be held centre on ensuring the pursuit 
of these second-order ends does not undermine the first-order ends that motivate 
allegiance to the parties in question. 
 As an effort to open new perspectives on an under-theorised practice, this paper 
necessarily leaves a number of issues remaining.  I have discussed alliance in largely 
general terms, but clearly there is more to be said on the different forms it can take.  
When, for instance, are tightly coordinated kinds of cooperation – e.g. open primaries to 
select joint candidates – to be preferred over looser arrangements such as pacts of non-
aggression?  What kinds of organisational structures, within parties or across them, are 
most consistent with the norms examined, including best able to counter the elitist 
tendencies of alliance?  What type of institutional recommendations for an electoral 
system might one distil from the analysis?  If alliances between parties are a matter of 
instrumental rather than intrinsic worth, how might institutions be configured to reflect 
this?  And what of alliances transnationally – are the normative considerations the same?  
These are all questions for follow-up work.  In the meantime I hope to have shown why 
such questions invite further study.  Political alliance is a practice of normative 
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significance.  There are bad reasons to form pacts, but also some good ones, and where an 
alliance is worth having there are standards it should be held to. 
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